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Vitter Looks Forward to Fed Board Nomination
Hearings with Allan Landon

Tuesday,  January 6,  2015

(Washington, D.C.) – U.S. Sen. David Vitter (R-La.) made the following statement on President Obama’s

nominee to fill one of two vacancies on the Federal Reserve Board. Nominee Allan Landon is the former

CEO of the Bank of Hawaii. Vitter has been pushing his legislation to require a community banker or

someone with community bank experience on the Federal Reserve Board. A community bank is routinely

defined as $10 billion in assets.

“Fed membership has dramatically shifted away from community bank experience and toward academic and

economist experience. Those of us fighting against bailouts and the too-big-to-fail megabanks’ special

subsidies often get our voices drowned out by Wall Street,” Vitter said. “I look forward to meeting with and

hearing from Allan Landon about issues facing community banks and Main Street.”

Last Congress, Vitter included an amendment to the Terrorist Risk Insurance Act (TRIA) that would require

the Federal Reserve Board of Governors to have at least one member with community bank or community

bank supervision experience. TRIA initially passed the Senate with Vitter’s legislation by a vote of 93-4 on July

17, 2014. However, after the House amended the legislation, it did not get another vote in the Senate and

therefore was never passed and sent to the President. Vitter intends to reintroduce the legislation and is

pushing to keep it included in TRIA this Congress.

Vitter first introduced the bipartisan “Community Bank Preservation Act of 2014” on April 10, 2014. In

February, he pressed Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen about whether the Board would benefit from having

a requirement that at least one of its members have community bank or community bank supervision

experience. Click here to watch Vitter’s questions from the hearing on February 27.
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